Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 4/1/20

- Hanoi Planning Conference is planned – detailed agenda outstanding. Registration web site is available. [https://events.linuxfoundation.org/edgex-foundry-hanoi-release-planning-conference-spring](https://events.linuxfoundation.org/edgex-foundry-hanoi-release-planning-conference-spring). All are encouraged to register or re-register (for those that signed up for the F2).
- A survey is out to gage interest on potential training associated with our virtual Hanoi Planning conference. See [https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CLCLQ9V](https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CLCLQ9V) to complete the survey and provide your feedback on training. Results and planning around training will be shared next week.
- Geneva Freeze date and Release date are April 22 and May 13 as approved by the TSC.
- Provision Watcher work complete.
- Config-seed work (service self seed) being worked.
- Redis streams work is ongoing.
- App Service Configurable being updated to incorporate MQTT message bus support, JSONLogic and Batch and Send.
- Work also under way to provide secret support in MQTT an HTTP exports.
- Work underway to allow services use separate secrets.
- Device discovery small issues being addressed.
- Type information added to readings now implemented in the CSDK.
- Work is underway to add an array of datatypes to readings (work in go-mod-core-contracts, core, and device service SDKs).
- Blackbox tests, while running, are showing some new issues.
- Core service compatibility tests is now work in progress.
- Test QA team has integration/functional test scenarios out for review (PRs under edgex-raf).
- Release the Kraken – transformation to Pipelines work nearly done.
- DevOps exploring support to Open Horizon dev ops needs.
- CLI improvements underway under Malini and Diana as Alex has left.
- Open Horizons to LF Edge Stage 1 is out for Governing board approval.
- OH working on “walk” phase.
- Security WG 160 of 164 work items done for Geneva (4 items in backlog).
- Topcoder challenge (virtual hackathon) is open registration 3/14. 85 registrations to date.
- EdgeX Awards nominations are now open (until April 5). See the Wiki for details or go to [http://bit.ly/EdgeX_Awards](http://bit.ly/EdgeX_Awards) to nominate. There are currently 13 nominees.
- TSC looking moving meeting to APAC friendly time zone once a month in the near future. With no objections since discussion last week, Jim to send out for TSC vote.
- March stats in. Docker downloads exceeds 4 million. Now growing at 1 million a month.